Crackdown underway for homeroom attendance
By Vanessa Langdon

Many students stand in the hallway and talk
before that first bell rings for homeroom, and
generally that does not make the average student late for homeroom. But now the rules
are changing and students had better be
ready to comply.
Monday, April 30 the homeroom teachers told the students of a new rule established
by G. Ray Bodley High School Principal
Mrs. Parkhurst. This new rule changes the
old one regarding being late to homeroom.
Previously a student could be late to

homeroom three times and then their
homeroom teacher wrote them a detention
slip. This has now been changed to every
time a student is late to homeroom, their
homeroom teacher is to send them to the attendance office where they will sign in as
being late to school, or tardy.
Mrs. Parkhurst spoke with RaiderNet
Daily and cleared up some misconceptions
that immediately sprang up from the student
body.
The policy is not new, according to Mrs.
Parkhurst, who said that “[we have] been a
little loose following the school procedure.”

Students are supposed to be in homeroom
at 7:35, and as Mrs. Parkhurst explained, this
policy “is a way to make sure we are getting
kids where they need to be, not wandering
the hallways.”
As for the change to a more strict interpretation of the school procedure, she explained, “Students were entering homeroom
late and [the office] did not have a record of
the late students in the computer system.”
She clarified that although teachers individually take attendance in each homeroom they
are not being marked absent in the main
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GRB spring clean-up scheduled for Saturday
If you are looking for a chance to enjoy the
outdoors, come aid the Science and Environmental Clubs as they look to beautify
the school campus at G. Ray Bodley High
School. On Saturday, May 5 the esteemed
organizations will be hosting the annual
Spring Clean-Up!
Last year this date was set on the same
day as the Junior Prom, which hurt many
students’ chances at helping out their school.
There was also a bit of rain interrupting the
occasion, so the turnout was lower than
usual. But this year is sure to be different
with the Saturday morning date of May 5,
from 9 am to noon. Everyone should grab a
friend and they will be guaranteed to have a
fun-filled morning.
A specific duty will be given to groups of
students, and friends will not be separated,
so you can enjoy yourselves while you help
make G.R.B full of life! Also, to those juniors and seniors who are seeking additional
community service hours, the Science teachers are more than willing to sign for hours.
Those attending are urged to bring items
to help them clean-up. There are not enough
tools for everyone, so it would be helpful to
scrounge up spring cleaning tools such as
shovels, wheelbarrows, watering cans, rakes,
hoes, and any kind of hand tools! Gloves are
also recommended.
By Hannah Dunsmoor

Bodley senior Kayla Distin battles a weed during last fall’s Science Club clean-up. The
group is looking for volunteers again this Saturday for the annual spring clean-up,
which is scheduled to take place, rain or shine, on Saturday, May 5 from 9 am to noon.
In the end, Kayla came out victorious. (Hannah Dunsmoor photo)
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Stop treating your school like a slum
By Kara Yakel

While attending school at G. Ray Bodley,
students complain about other students,
teachers and coaches, but most importantly,
they gripe about the school itself.
In reality how is the school supposed to
meet every student’s needs and expectations? It’s all about what you put in as a person and the amount of care you actually
have.
No one will take your pity about the bathrooms, because if you
take a look in one of the bathrooms here at G. Ray Bodley the
question “Do students bring it upon themselves?” will appear in
your mind. If you haven’t noticed, writing on the toilet paper dispenser, stall doors, walls, or even the mirror, combined with blatent
destruction by students has created a situation where it is hard to
find sympathy because there are those who clearly do not respect
the school.
Maybe you aren’t writing “this school is gross,”or curse words, it

“In reality how is the school
supposed to meet every
student’s needs and expectations?
It’s all about what you put in as a
person and the amount of care you
actually have.”

could be the “I hate this school”
The questions that comes to mind is WHY? Why write that on
the wall or even say that? If you really think about it, you have to
spend four years here whether you like it or not and things will
only change for the better if you take initiative.
If you really wanted to change the way the bathrooms look, or
just something that should be changed, maybe you should join Stu-

dent Senate and make that change happen. The only way something
will change is if you take the initiative to do something about it,
meaning don’t write on the walls about it, talk to someone with a
higher standing to help you.
The custodians probably think you’re immature for even thinking
that writing something on the wall is going to change anything. If
you really do not like something, go to a teacher or principal, not
the bathroom stalls.
Not only does the writing stay on there, but it also gives other
schools a reason to bash on Bodley! When telling someone, “I am
from Fulton,”some will look at you in disgust and think, “Well this
person is disgusting.” It is honestly all what you make it out to be.
What is so terrible about Fulton? We are a small town and should
take advantage of the things that Fulton and Bodley actually have to
offer. Honestly, there are millions of good things to say about G.
Ray Bodley! Bodley’s got every club and team besides maybe a
few, and while they may not all be in the championship hunt, students are getting a chance to participate. Bashing on the school only
shows that you clearly have no respect and contain a high level of
immaturity.
There are always going to be problems occurring and you may
complain a little bit, but make an effort to do something about it. G.
Ray Bodley is where you spend the four years that prepare you for
the rest of your life. You may not think of it that way, but it really is.
Far too many people in the school do not appreciate the good things
that Bodley has to offer.

Senior trip final deposit due
Members of the Class of 2012 who are attending the upcoming senior trip to the Great Escape are reminded that their final deposit of
$125 is due by this Friday, May 4, to class advisor Mrs. Windsor.

Quote of the day:
“Any idiot can face a crisis - it’s day to day
living that wears you out.”
Anton Chekhov

Refle ctions
-TH E- Salon & More
We lcome s GRB grad Natasha Humbe rt!
Specializing in highlighting, Brazilian blowouts, retexturizing,
extensions, cuts & styling

608 South 4th Street-Fulton Call for an appointment today! 592-4415
Proud 20 Year sponsor of GRB Journalism
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The Adventures of ‘lil Bodley

By Madeline Clark (this comic is drawn on reused paper!)

One week remaining before start of AP exams
As the 2011-2012 school year starts to wind down, students are
finishing up with their classes and starting to review for finals. For
the most part, finals and regents are held in June, giving students
plenty of time to prepare for the exams. However, there are some
exams that are only a few weeks away.
Advanced Placement tests start on Monday, May 7. AP classes
are college level courses, and they have a reputation for being fairly
difficult. Only students with strong work ethics and overall good
grades attempt these courses, because while they are often difficult, they are definitely worth the trouble. The AP exams are graded
on a scale of 1 to 5, and in order to get credit at most colleges,
student need to get at least a 3.
At G Ray Bodley, AP students will be taking exams include US
History, Calculus AB, Biology, Chemistry, English, and both Macro
and Microeconomics. At eighty-seven dollars apiece, no one wants
to fail one of these tests. For most, the fees are not too steep, com-
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parable courses at college can cost thousands of dollars. If a student can pass an AP test and get credit for it at college they can save
quite a bit of money.
The AP tests span two weeks in May, from the seventh until the
eighteenth. Students who are scheduled for these tests will be excused from school on the day of their exam. While some students
may not think that this is fair, there are reasons that AP students get
their test days off. These tests are a big deal and take a lot out of a
person, going to school before or after them would be extremely
counterproductive. Besides, it is not really a day off; there are very
few people who actually enjoy taking an AP exam.
With only one week before the tests start, AP students are entering the final stretch. Everyone is hoping for at least a three, but
unfortunately not everyone will succeed. All that can be expected
is that students try their hardest and do the best that they can do.
By Daniel Summerville

Check us out on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/GRBJournalism

Help us complete our Spring Yearbook supplement!
Submit photos online at www.hjeshare.com our school code is: 3049668
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Thrill-seekers risking their lives with sanitizer
Children and teens all
over the world are
finding new ways to
abuse common household items to curb or even to manage their
addiction problems. From drinking common cold medicines to putting strange things up their noses, people are starting to see that
these “new era drugs” are more harmful than the original ones.
Parents are becoming worried because of the way society is today, as no one really knows what is going on in their children’s
lives. People are starting to think that the kids of the 90’s decade
are ruthless and fearless! While these accusations may be true to an
extent, the situation is ever changing as this generation of teenagers
is continuously prone to new risks and dangerous habits. The newest of these strange and unusual experiments is ingesting hand sanitizer.
In places such as Los Angeles and Indianapolis, kids are actually
drinking hand sanitizers to get drunk. Four cases of these incidents
occurring have been reported to poison control this year alone. And
By Natasha Luis

since 2002, they have seen 41 cases statewide in Indiana. There
were also 147 cases involving children ages 6 to 12 and 2,180 cases
ages 0 to 5, believed to have accidentally ingested the gel. “It tastes
pretty bad so to drink it, you have to really want to drink it,” said
James Mowry, director of the Indiana Poison Center. He personally
has seen thirteen cases of this abuse. In California doctors have
seen more than a dozen different cases.
Doctors all over the United States are saying that drinking the
sanitizer is worse than drinking the actual alcohol. In response to
this they have put out a national warning about drinking hand sanitizer and telling parents that if they have any in their house to either
dispose of it, or lock it up someplace.
Some kids are making the statement “Forget couch syrup, I have
hand sanitizer!” and parents are truly becoming terrified! Doctors
say that the best way for parents to know what their children are
trying is to talk to them, see who their friends are, and what they are
doing in their spare time. It is dangerous and the ages for these
outrageous acts are getting younger and younger.

Physics whiz-kid creates breakthrough device
Do you enjoy sciences
of all kind? Are you a
particular fan of physics? If s,o you could learn a thing or two from a physics mastermind from Nevada, 17 year old Taylor Wilson.
The teen has attempted to build his own reactor to study fission.
The oddest part of the story is that he built said reactor in the basement of his family’s home. Wilson loves physics and always has
since he began reading about nuclear physics while in the fifth grade.
Then a year later he presented an hour long science fair project on
the subject. In the sixth grade he gave an hour long presentation on
nuclear physics that not an adult in the room understood!
Wilson is very serious about his reactor and study of nuclear fission. At the ripe age of 14 Wilson convinced the University of Nevada to allow him to use the basement at the school as his workshop to continue to build the reactor. He then became the youngest
person to produce fusion! He solved such a highly complicated
matter before he could legally drive!
By Vanessa Langdon

At 17 he is a senior at the Davidson Academy for Profoundly
Gifted Students. Attending such a prestigious high school, achieving what he has, he could go to any college that sparks his interest.
But for such a bright teenager who has already taught a graduate
level physics class, it really does not seem necessary.
But Wilson does not plan on squandering his talents and continuing to mess around with little experiments for the rest of his
life; he plans on accomplishing a major goal, national security.
Wilson used his nuclear physics background to invent a device
that can scan shipping containers for nuclear material. His version
could be much more cost effective than the technology already in
place. According to Wilson, “Because it’s incredibly cheap, it can
be deployed all over the U.S. and all over the world, creating first,
second and third lines of defense all over.”
As Taylor Wilson continues to achieve greatness, hoping to one
day cure cancer, he is an inspiration to all teenagers to use their
talents to improve upon society in any way they can, starting right
now while they are still in high school.
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Baseball’s best nicknames maintain a tradition
By Ashlynn Palmitesso

Within every sport, nicknames exist, and
baseball is known for its long tradition of
nicknames. These names are not just given
out, they are earned.
Sometimes they are created to amplify the
playerís talent, or sometimes they are extremely embarrassing.
Here are five well known baseball players with catchy nicknames to go along with
their own game style.
At the top of the list is one of the greatest sluggers in the Red
Sox’s history, Big Papi. We all know Big Papi is David Ortiz, but
his nickname was not created based on his ability to crush the ball.
He was extremely forgetful and terrible with names so “Papi” was
his filler for the unknown names. Now his name is synonymous
with his autobiography Big Papi: My Story of Big Dreams and Big
Hits.
The name David Ortiz is just a birth name and now his real name
is Big Papi. “Wherever I go now, bro, that’s what people call me,”
he said. “I’m serious. Whenever I come out of the dugout before a
game, if it’s in winter ball or spring training or the playoffs, the fans
all start screaming it. Even in the Dominican Republic, where anyone can be ‘papi,’ that’s what everybody calls me.”
Trailing Big Papi is baseball’s most insightful and quote-worthy
player, Lance Berkman. A host of a Houston radio show asked him
what he would name himself and he responded “Big Puma.”
Berkman explained his chosen nickname, “I said ‘Big Puma,’ because pumas are sleek, fast, powerful and secretive.” It wasn’t long
before this name cultivated into the media and Berkman acolytes
started dressing up as little pumas. He gave himself such a unique
name that it prompts fans to see him in a different way.
Senior Lindsey Larkin
helped the Raiders win
a wild extra inning
game against Mexico on
Monday,
coming
through from both the
plate and the mound
and overcoming 10
fielding errors as
Fulton prevailed 15-14
in ten innings. For the
whole story, see Raider
sports on page 6.
(Ashlynn Palmitesso
photo)

Jumping his way into third is the Kung Fu Panda, Pablo Sandoval
of the San Francisco Giants. Pablo’s nickname was created early in
his career during a game against the Los Angeles Dodgers. Sandoval
avoided a tag from Dodgers catcher Danny Ardoin by jumping deftly
into the air. His teammate Barry Zito compared him to the Kung Fu
Panda from an animated action comedy film starring Jack Black.
Now, panda hats are readily available on several websites.
Felix Hernandez and Shane Victorino placed fourth and fifth, respectively. Dave Cameron, the manat the head of the USS Mariner
blog crowned Hernandez as “King Felix” due to his wondrous potential. Hernandez took a liking to his new name and named his
dog King.
The Philadelphia Phillies roster is fulfilled with nicknames and
Victorino is one of them. Shane was dubbed “Flying Hawaiian”
after he soared into the air to make a phenomenal catch. Victorino
estimated that six out of every ten Philles fan calls him Flying Hawaiian. Shane said, “When I walk the streets or go to opposing
stadiums, it’s hardly ever ‘Shane. It’s ‘Flyin’ Hawaiian, can you
sign this?’ I love it because that’s my heritage. It represents where
I’m from and who I am.” Many of these players are as memorable
as their nicknames and the uniqueness of them, whether chosen or
given to them, is something that will stand by them for the rest of
their careers.

Be on time for homeroom
(from page 1)

computer system in the school.
The new policy requires late students to report to the attendance
office if they are late to homeroom. This change will now make the
late to homeroom students tardy. These tardies will show on a
student’s five week progress reports and report cards. Doing this
extra step ensures that the tardy is marked in the main system.
According to Mrs. Parkhurst there are no consequences in place
as of now for repeat tardy students, but that “policies will be instated based on numbers of tardies, specific consequences will be
determined on a case by case basis. Parents may be called if it is a
chronic problem and then a plan will be made to ensure that the
student is getting to school on time to be successful.”
The long story short is that students need to arrive at school on
time to chat with their friends and still make it to homeroom on
time. If someone is not prepared to get up a little earlier they may
have to cut back on their chitchat before homeroom if they want to
keep tardiness on their report card to the very minimum and avoid a
meeting with Principal Mrs. Parkhurst and parents. So 7:35 am is
the time to remember, as students need to be in their seat or they
will be sondered tardy for the day.

RaiderNet
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Girls hang tough in 15-14 marathon triumph
By Ashlynn Palmitesso

They had to work overtime to do it, but the
Lady Raiders softball team edged out a win
in the tenth inning against the Mexico Tigers on Monday. The sun may not have been
shinning, but at the end of the game the pride
on the front of the Raiders t-shirts was glowing. It was a long and frustrating day for the
diamond girls but they kept their composure
to get by the Tigers 15-14.
The bats were cooking in the first inning.
Senior Lindsey Larkin started the day off
with a double to right field and Keisha Pierce
turned int o single. To top those hits, Lauren
Snyder clobbered the ball to leg out a triple.
The Lady Raiders wrapped up the first inning with a two run lead, 3-1.
The second inning was full of excitement
for the softball girls. The defense stood
strong when Larkin prevented a base hit by
stripping the ball of its velocity so that shortstop Kassidy Kearns could hustle to her position to make the play to end the inning.
The momentum carried over to the batters
box as junior Ashley Cummings marked her
territory in the Tigers den by stealing second while sophomore Kassidy Kearns followed her footsteps to first base through a
walk.
The Raiders were back to the top of the
lineup with power hitter Lindsey Larkin,
who cranked her second double of the game
scoring Cummings and Kearns. Keisha
Pierce was in the mood for singles, hitting
her second single of the contest to bring
home Larkin. The steaming bats did not stop
here, as Felicia Coleman hit a shot to the
Tigers second basemen causing her to
fumble the ball and allowing Felicia to
record a double. To mark another run in the
book, senior Lauren Synder sent home
Coleman with her sacrifice fly ball. The
scoreboard read 7-1 Raiders after two innings of play, a lead they increased to 11-3
by scoring four more runs in the third.
The Tigers chipped in two runs when an
outfielder failed to abide by the basic catching law, squeezing the mitt. The Raiders
roared back to the Tigers when Maureen
McCann stepped up to the plate. A line drive
sounded good for her dinner but Ashley
Cummings decided to join her for some
desert when she sent a dribbler between the
first base and second base gap to score

Fulton scored a season high 15 runs, including 11 in the first three innings, but had to
rally twice before posting a 15-14 win over Mexico in extra innings on Monday. Keisha
Pierce had three hits, including a triple, to help the Lady Raiders improve their overall record to 4-3 on the season. (Ashlynn Palmitesso photo)

Maureen. To ice the cake, Keisha Pierce
tripled, bringing in two more runs to create
a eight run lead, 11-3.
The fifth inning was a disaster for the diamond girls. The rain began to pick up the
pace just like the Tiger bats began to rally
against the Raider defense. Frustration all
around the field took a toll on these girls,
but they weren’t willing to give up. Coach
Derek Lyons and Cory Zion worked to reinforce the positive spirit to bring these girls
back together, but that was not enough to
prevent the Tigers from pouncing around the
bases to close the gap.
Mexico scored seven times in the fifth inning and added three more in the sixth to
turn an 11-3 deficit into a 13-12 lead. Fulton
rallied for a single run in the bottom of the
sixth, and after a scoreless seventh frame,
the teams went into extra innings, squared
at 13-13.
The Raiders and Tigers could not get
around the bases in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth inning, but it all changed when the international extra inning rule was enforced

in the tenth inning. Both teams started the
last girl up to bat from the previous inning
at second base. The Tigers were able to
squeeze out a run when the runner blocked
Kearns sight from a ball hit near second base.
Coach Derek Lyons and the other teammates
couldn’t bear to watch each pitch. They
paced in and out of the dugout while covering their eyes.
But the Raiders ended the top of the tenth
with only a one run deficit. However, their
determined bats filled up the bases with
Ciara Chapman on third. A passed ball
scored Ciara and Mikayla Guernsey hit in
the winning run to end the nailbiting thriller.
The Raiders could finally breathe now and
their pride began to glow again.
The Raiders scored a season high of 15
runs but committed ten errors while improving to 4-3 overall. Coach Lyons looked past
that, saying, “We made several routine errors, but in the moment, you can’t fix that.
But you make sure the girls have their heads
up because in the end our positive attitude
trumped our mistakes.”
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Tennis blanks Cortland, jumps to 6-0 on year
By Alex J. Bawarski

And the dominance continues!
G. Ray Bodley’s boys tennis team shut
down Cortland 6-0 on Monday in their second meeting of the season to boost their
overall team record to 6-0. The Raiders keep
playing tough and although there was some
rain to slow down the pace of the matches,
the Fultonians brought the heat, like they
have been doing a lot this season.
Taking home a brilliant win for Fulton at
first singles was Mitch Lalik, who not only
defeated Cortlandís Kyle Davis 6-0, 6-1, but
also increased his own personal record at his

Mexico blanks
Raider batsmen
The second of two games in the FultonMexico diamond rivalry was played last
night. Earlier in the season the Raiders prevailed in 10-9 thriller. However this time
around it was all Mexico (1-7), who came
away with a 10-0 triumph over Fulton (110).
The home Tigers rattled off 12 hits, having big innings in the second and sixth while
posting a four spot in each frame. Senior
Nick Dolbear led the home team from the
plate and on the hill smacking two hits, a
double and an RBI. From the bump, Dolbear
threw seven shutout innings, allowing eight
hits and fanning seven. CJ Loomis, Jake
Deno and Greg Nellis also had big days, as
each had two hits respectively. Robert
Wallace, John Easman, and Eamon Lacey
each likewise chipped in a hit.
For Fulton, the struggles continued as they
were once again held scoreless. Senior Dan
Kenyon raised his average to the .300 mark
with his two hit performance. Seniors Jordan LeClair (.222), Tyler Terramiggi (.409),
Tyler French (.167), Brandon Guernsey
(.217) and Dan Bolster (.100) as well as junior Cody Dick (.241) all chipped in one hit
a piece.
However while having eight hits, the Raiders could not find a way to scratch across
runs as timely hitting seems to be the Raiders downfall this season from the plate.
LeClair also started on the mound giving up
six earned runs and nine hits in 5.1 frames
of hard work.
By Tyler Terramiggi

position to 6-0. Second singles man, Eric
Naioti, also was boosted up to a 6-0 personal
record after bringing G. Ray Bodley a 6-1,
6-2 win over Jacob Passalugo. Dan Wahl
played a strong fourth singles match against
Nicholas Franceschelli, winning 6-4, 6-1.
Third singles starred Nathan Deavers playing against Cortland’s Devin MacHenry, but
the match wasclosed down half way through
the second set. Mr. Deavers is up 3-2 in the
second set after taking his first set 6-4.”I felt
like I was in a good position to win,” he said,
“ but I know I can go back and play just as
well.” Nate is scheduled to continue this
match tonight after Fulton’s match at East
Syracuse-Minoa.
Alex Bawarski and Joe Medico bumped
their personal first doubles record up to 5-1,
after quickly handling their match against

Michael Morgan and Michael VanDonsel 60, 6-1. The second doubles team of Brian
Garrett and Zach Mizener took home a
strong 6-2, 6-1 win, battling past Cortlandís
Kaleb Fairbanks and Kristian Reynolds, increasing their personal record to 5-0. Brad
Crofoot played third doubles with Neil
Devendorf for the first time, bringing Fulton
a 6-2, 6-2 win at that position.
Fulton still has three more matches this
week; at ES-M tonight, at Mexico on
Wednesday,, and home against JamesvilleDeWitt on Friday. Although many of the
players might be fatigued, they continue to
battle through and play strong. This team
has what it takes to win matches quickly,
effectively and in style. They are going to
have to keep it up, with so many tough
matches this week.

Laxmen claim defensive struggle, 4-3
The Raider Boys lacrosse team pulled out their fifth win of the season in a low scoring
affair over the visiting Corcoran Cougars, 4-3, on a mild Saturday afternoon.
Senior Ross Maxam had three assists in the contest and Joe Sutton added two of his own
goals to lead the Raiders. Steven Hanczyk also added two points on a goal and assist and
sophomore Seth DeLisle continued his scoring ways for the Raiders by scoring another on
a man-up snipe.
Leading the Cougars was Alex Waelder, who scored two goals for the Corcoran cause,
and Sean Eccles added one of his own, but it was not enough.
The defense was fronted by an outstanding performance from sophomore close defender
Mark Pollock, who made the transition to midfield to shut down Waelder, and was
successfulin doing so. Senior netminder Colin Blake finished with 12 saves, good for a
.800 save percentage, a career high for the two year starter.
The game was part of a full day of lacrosse for the Fulton program. The modified team
kicked it off with their first home game of the year on the turf, followed by J.V. at noon and
the varsity team at 2. All three teams picked up the wins and thus ensued a celebratory
barbeque at the athletic complex. Many past alumni, family, and friends of all levels attended and it was a great way to have camaraderie in the program.
The Raiders will be back in action on Thursday when they travel to Jamesville-Dewitt to
face the state ranked Red Rams in what will be a good test of how far the Raiders have
come since the start of the year.
By Ross Maxam

This week in Raider Sports
Today: Softball vs. ES-M (4:45); Tennis @ ES-M (4:30); Girls Lax @ Mexico (JV4:30/V-6).
Wed. May 2: Track @ ES-M with Phoenix (4:30); Tennis vs. Mexico (4:30); Baseball vs. Phoenix (4 pm); Softball @ Phoenix (4 pm).
Thurs. May 3: Boys Lax @ J-D (JV-4:30/V-7 pm); Girls lax @
J-D (JV-4:30/V-6 pm).
Fri. May 4: Baseball @ Chittenango (4:30); Softball vs.
Chittenango (4:30); Tennis vs. J-D (4:30); Boys Track @ Oswego County Invitational (3:30 @ Oswego).

School of Thought

compiled by Nate Hawthorne

How are you preparing for your
end of year tests?

"I'm at a disadvantage for
"I'm not worried "Class review and "Sleeping and
not preparing yetabout it yet."
review at home."
studying."
is a mistake."
Michaela Best
Lena Pawlewicz
Michael Lewchanin Mark Parry

which

Meteorology and you
By Carson Metcalf

Today:

AM rain shower.
PM sun and clouds.

62º

Tonight:

Partly cloudy.

47º
Average: 42º
Record: 27º (1978)

Tomorrow:

Mostly cloudy.
Chance rain.

72º

Average: 64º
Average: 64º
Record: 86º (2010)
Record: 86º (2001)
GRB senior Carson Metcalf is an aspiring Meteorologist and the
creator of The Central New York Weather Center @ www.centralnewyorkweather.com
Look for his daily weather forecasts for Fulton on RaiderNet Daily.

